5 GAZEBO’S AVAILABLE FOR ALL NON-CONFERENCE AND CONFERENCE GAMES THAT WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

- Covered Gazebo with family style tables
- Less than 10 minute walk to Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium
- 50 game tickets seated together
- 50 Official Razorback Lanyards
- 5 Parking Passes in Lot 56 (Near your Gazebo)
- 2 signs designed, ordered and set up by UA Staff
- Exclusive Scoreboard Recognition
- Pre-game Mascot and Spirit squad visit
- Immediate access to pre-game pep rally in Gardens
- Access to Kid’s Zone in the Gardens
- Access to multiple restrooms
- Close proximity to Hog Heaven

Food options available from corporate partners or you may furnish your own food and drink. Common tailgate rules apply in all Gazebo areas.

For questions or to purchase, contact Charlie Arviso at (479) 575-6344 or email crahisVisible@uark.edu.